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Introduction
The pick-and-roll is a basic and fundamental type of play frequently employed teams in the NBA.
Knowing both how to execute as well as stop the execution of a pick-and-roll is an important skill
that players and coaches must develop. This has led teams to develop a wide variety of pick-and-roll
type of plays to use during game-time, and many teams have been come to known for the their
particular style of play. Recognizing when a pick-and-roll is about to occur, its general type is vital
for a defensive team’s success in stopping its execution in a timely manner. More broadly, knowing
which kinds of pick and roll tend to be effective is also important for teams as they learn to utilize
their players on the court. Traditionally, this is a task relegated to the coaching staff and involves
spending a tedious amount of time both in tape-watching sessions and scrimmages. Thus, a method
which can take the large volumes of available game data and recognize the specific play-making
strategies of teams in the league will serve a tremendous purpose for coaches to better utilize their
time when developing new styles of play.
Data Pre-processing
The data obtained from SportVu needs to be coded before a ML method can be properly applied
to it. For each game, the raw data is discretized into a series of events whereby each event contains
a series of moments which capture, at 27 frames per second, the (x, y) coordinates of all players
currently on the court and the (x,y,z) coordinates of the ball. Due to the large volume (each game
contains about 400-600 events and each event can vary between 200-800 moments), a pre-processing
algorithm was first applied determine the specific moments during a game where a pick-and-roll play
was possible, it was then further processed and labeled to determine whether a pick-and-roll play
has occurred within the moment interval or not. The pre-processing algorithm used to determine
pick-and-roll possible situations follows the general criteria set out in [1]. Specifically:
For each event in game:
if total number of moments < 200: discard event
else:
for moments where ball is not in the paint:
find a set of consecutive moments (m_{0},...,m_{k})
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during when a player is handling the ball
(closest player within 2 feet of ball location)
If a defensive player A exists <=15 feet of ball handler &
another offensive player B (possible screener) exists <=15
of ball handler & the distance between A and B decreases
from m_{0} to m_{k}:
Then (m_{0},...,m_{k}) is a valid p-n-r interval

Data Labeling
The second stage of the pre-processing involves determining, for the intervals during which pick-androlls were possible (whereby an non-ball-handling offensive player is within screening distance of the
on-ball defensive player), if a pick-and-roll play actually occurred. Because of the fact that the data
set contains over 600 games of the regular 2015-2016 season (and over 130,000 eligible intervals), it is
largely unfeasible to label the data by eye. Instead, another labeling algorithm is used to determine
if a pick-and-roll type of play has actually occurred from moments where pick-and-rolls are possible.
Specifically for every eligible moment interval m:
For t moments m:
If the ball handler’s distance to basket decreases: drive to basket
If the ball distance from the basket decreases (and z axis changes)
(but ball handler does not): screened shot
If the screener’s distance from the basket decreases:
then screener is rolling to the basket
If the ball changes hands, then:
if the handler becomes the screener, then the ball was passed:
If screener distance to basket decreases then a pick and roll
If screener shoots: pick-and-pop.
if the handler becomes a third player:
If the third player shoots the ball (ball distance to
basket decreases): Then pick-and-pop.
else: not a pick-and-roll
There is obviously a larger variety of possible ways that a given play can progress. But the above
set of criteria should capture most of the variation in what is possible if a pick-and-roll was being
executed. In particular, we label each given mi one of the following labels: {no play, screened
shot, pick-and-pop, classic pick-and-roll, pass to an open man, drive to basket}. For the classification task we attempt both binary classification ({pick-and-roll, not pick-and-roll}) and multi-label
classification using the labeling scheme above.

Feature Extraction
The following features were extracted to be used for model implementation. These measures were
computed using the x, and y and r coordinates of players and the ball at a given moment. Because the
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Table 1: Proportion of Labels in Training and Test sets
Label
Pass_to_open_man_and_drive
No_play
Screened_shot
pick-n-roll
pnp_non_roll_man
Handler_drive_to_basket

Training Set Proportion

Test Set Proportion

0.106
0.690
0.140
0.028
0.035
0.001

0.107
0.696
0.126
0.032
0.038
0.001

moment intervals are different in length, the final set of features are computed composite measures
across each data point (interval where pick-and-rolls are possible). In general these are statistics of
raw distance measures of all pairwise players on the court at the given moment as well as with the
basket. There are also general measures of the ball total distance and radius etc. See Figure 1 for
a plot of some of the features in both the binary classification and multi-label case.
Table 2: Extracted Features for a given Moment Interval
Feature

Method

Moment Length (normalized to 1)
Time of ball-screen

mend − mstart
ts = arg min dt (pd , ps )[1]

Ball handler’s starting distance to basket
Speed of player i
Min distance (all pairwise players and basket)
Max distance for (all pairwise players and basket)
Average distance (all pairwise players and basket)
Total Distance Traveled by Player i
Max Ball Radius
Total Ball Distance Traveled

d0 (ph ,Pb)
d
Si = tt t )
min({d1 , d2 ..., dt})
max({d1 , d2 ..., dt})
avg({d1 , d2 ..., dt})
sum({di (2 − 1), di (3 − 2)...di (t − t − 1)})
max({r1 , ..., rt })
Sum({balldist1 , .., balldist2 })

t

Model Implementation
I train and assess the performance of two classifiers using gradient boosting and SVM –specifically,
two separate groups of models. The first group attempts simple binary classification of pick-and-roll
plays. The second group attempts a multi-class classification task whereby different types of plays
in addition to the classic pick-and-roll are predicted. The data is split 70-30 in order to compute
validation errors. The training set contains ntraining = 134, 165 total unique plays and the test set
contains ntest = 4816 total unique plays. Table 1 shows the proportion of labels contained within
both the training and test sets.
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(a)

(b) Social Media Only (r = 0.9, w = 0.9)

Figure 1: Scatter Plot of Some of the Features (Handler, Offensive Screener, and on-ball defender)

Gradient Boosting Classification
Gradient boosting is a boosting method that uses gradient descent to train a number of weak
classifiers which are then combined to form a single more robust classifier. For the case of binary
classification, gradient boosting is formulated in the following way:
Start with initial models for a given class i Fi , then, for each iteration until convergence:
Calculate negative gradient for i:
−gi (xi ) = −

∂L(yi , F (xi ))
∂F (xi )

Fit a regression tree hi to −gi (xi ).
Compute Ft :
Ft+1 := Ft + ρh
Here, L is a loss function and 0 < ρ ≤ 1 is the learning rate. Here, L is chosen as the logistic loss
function. To get at the best classifier, I experimented with different learning rates ρ and assess each
one’s performance.
Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines is a more traditional method which attempts to find the maximal separating hyper-plane among two sets of points. For classes where y = {−1, 1}, The typical SVM
classifier is classified as the following:
hw,b = g(wT x + b)
Where:
w=

X

hi yi K(xi , x)

i

b=

X
1 X
(yi −
hj yj K(xj , xi ))
|SV |
j

i∈SV

and K is the Kernel function. For the classification task here, the Radial Basis Function is used as
the Kenel. The RBF Kernel is defined as:


||x − x0 ||2
K(x, x ) = exp −
2σ 2
0
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Results and Error Analysis
Table 3 provide the test and training accuracy (error) for the implemented models (SVM and
gradient boosting with different learning rates). And Figure 2 plots ROC curves for each other
methods. Overall, we see that for binary classification (where labels are classified as either pickand-roll or not pick-and-roll), all of the methods perform very well for detecting true positives.
However, the story is much different for the case of multi-class. The ROC curves show that aside
from pick-and-rolls, and two other labels (handler driving to basket and pass to an open man),
most of the methods performed quite poorly. The multi-class SVM performed the poorest in each
case. For the gradient boosted models, a higher learning rate (of 0.5) slightly outperforms the other
learning rates, but this difference is not drastic. For some labels (namly, screened shot, no play, and
pick and pop), these models had equal terrible performance.
One possible reason for why the method performs poorly for some of the labels has to do with the
way that the features were defined. For example in the case of a screened shot and a non-screener
pick-and-pop, not only is the type of action very similar, but player positions would also be quite
similar, with the only difference being if a pass occured and who eventually shot the ball. In such
a situation, the model would not be able to make a clear distinction between the two types of
situations. In cases where no labeled plays occurred, it is likely that players were trying to execute
some kind of play but because of certain factors during the game (i.e., a failed pass etc), the play
could not be completed. which led the classifier to presume that some play did occur because player
location and distances were similar. Because the data is labeled contingent on the actual completion
of a play via some kind of distinguishable action, failed attempts would not be picked up by the
classifier.
Table 3: Model Training and Test Error (Training size: 134,165, Test size: 4,816)
Model
Binary SVM with RBF Kernel
Multi-Class SVM with RBF Kernel
Gradient Boosting (Binary) (ρ = 0.1)
Gradient Boosting (Binary) (ρ = 0.2)
Gradient Boosting (Binary) (ρ = 0.5)
Gradient Boosting (Multi-Class) (ρ = 0.1)
Gradient Boosting (Multi-Class) (ρ = 0.2)
Gradient Boosting (Multi-Class) (ρ = 0.5)

Training Accuracy
0.9459
0.9918
0.937
0.941
0.946
0.939
0.947
0.918

Test Accuracy
0.946
0.695
0.930
0.933
0.940
0.931
0.941
0.90

Conclusion and Extensions
Overall, gradient boosting is a very viable method for doing binary classification given the types
of features extracted. However, It struggled to pick out more nuanced labels (as in the case when
trying to do multi-label classification). There are two possible ways to remedy this. First, one
could try a more sophisticated method like a neural network, then simply provide raw features for
the learner to learn on. Another way is through a better process of feature selection, whereby the
raw features (x, y coordinates) and their time-series nature be taken into account by taking the
differences and products of all coordinates at times t and t+1 and then select a set of features based
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on their successive correlations. A third more simple fix that could possibly boost performance is to
simply add features indicating the individual performing the action. In this way, some of the labels
can be more easily distinguished.
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Figure 2: (Roc Curves For Respective Methods)
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